PhD Plus Program
Lunch and Learn Seminar

“Project Management in an Hour:
Six Constraints, Eight Steps, Four Types, and Three Questions”

B. D. Barnes, PhD, PE, PMP
Director of Business Development in the Pratt School of Engineering

Time: Friday, March 21, 2014, 11:45 AM-1 PM
Location: Schiciano Auditorium, Side A, CIEMAS

"Work that must be accomplished in a temporary time frame and deliver a unique product or result, is deemed a project. Project management is often deemed as a natural, innate capability: simple and easy. Perhaps this is the reason one third or less of all projects are judged as successful. Do you perceive this as good enough for you, your clients, or your prospective employer? If you would like to increase your personal odds of success, come and learn about the 21 topics essential to managing projects with confidence."

Register at: http://goo.gl/xlvQiI by Wednesday, March 19, 2014 at 5:00 P.M.

A limited number of lunches will be available for registered attendees on a first come first served basis. Please bring your Duke ID to swipe for attendance.

For more information, visit our website at http://phdplus.pratt.duke.edu/ and ‘Like’ us on Facebook @ Duke Ph.D. Plus!